Joint Meeting of DGG – USTV
13. – 15. May 2019 Nürnberg (Germany)
Enclosure 3

POSTER PRESENTATION

The space for the poster on the rack is a white Forex hardfoam sheet, on which the posters can be fixed **only with one or double side adhesive tape** (never use drawing pins, marking pins, etc.). There is **space of 95 x 120 cm (37,4 x 47,25 inches)** for each poster (orientation portrait). To dismantle the poster never use sharp-edged or pointed tools.

Poster installation: Monday, 13 May 2019, 11.00 – 17.30
Poster dismantling: Wednesday, 15. May 2019, till 13.30

Authors should be available at their posters at the following dates:

**Monday, 13 May 2019, from 18.30**, during special poster presentation and reception;

**Tuesday till Wednesday noon (14 – 15 May 2019)**, during coffee breaks of the sessions;